By means of numerical experiments we explore the application of interferometry to the detection and characterization of abundance spots in chemically peculiar (CP) stars using the brightest star ε UMa as a case study. We find that the best spectral regions to search for spots and stellar rotation signatures are in the visual domain. The spots can clearly be detected already at a first visibility lobe and their signatures can be uniquely disentangled from that of rotation. The spots and rotation signatures can also be detected in NIR at low spectral resolution but baselines longer than 180 m are needed for all potential CP candidates. According to our simulations, an instrument like VEGA (or its successor e.g., FRIEND) should be able to detect, in the visual, the effect of spots and spots+rotation, provided that the instrument is able to measure V 2 ≈ 10 −3 , and/or closure phase. In infrared, an instrument like AMBER but with longer baselines than the ones available so far would be able to measure rotation and spots. Our study provides necessary details about strategies of spot detections and the requirements for modern and planned interferometric facilities essential for CP star research.
INTRODUCTION
Optical and infrared interferometry is a powerful observational technique capable of reaching a very high angular resolution. Potentially, interferometry allows one to derive not only the sizes of stellar objects, but, under the conditions of sufficient spatial coverage, even to reconstruct the details on the stellar surfaces. First successful applications of interferometry to imaging the stellar surfaces were carried out for supergiants (Che et al. 2011; Zhao et al. 2009; Monnier et al. 2007 ) and giants (Chiavassa et al. 2010; Le Bouquin et al. 2009 ) that have large angular diameters because of their large sizes.
The application of interferometry to main-sequence (MS) stars, unfortunately, is still limited to only brightest objects. Modern facilities are capable of resolving the closest and/or largest MS stars and measure their diameters already on a regular basis (e.g. Boyajian et al. 2013; Maestro et al. 2013) . But the detailed study of surface morphology is still a challenging task for most of them.
Among MS stars there is one class of objects that obviously deserves interferometric attention -chemically peculiar (CP) stars. These stars possess strong abundance inhomogeneities in their atmospheres where atoms and ions of certain elements tend to accumulate at different regions on the stellar surface driven by diffusion processes (Michaud 1970) . The abundance inhomogeneities on CP stars are usually obtained by a mapping technique known as Doppler Imaging (DI) (e.g. Deutsch 1958; Goncharskii et al. 1977) which restores the information about surface abundance inhomogeneities (spots) from the rotational modulated profiles of spectral lines (e.g. Piskunov & Rice 1993; Kochukhov et al. 2004 , for details and some practical applications of the method). Note that the details of inversion problem used to recover spot and rotation information is out of scope of this paper.
Recently, interferometry has been successfully applied to CP stars resulting in a first estimate of the radii of a few stars: α Cir (HD 128898, Bruntt et al. 2008) , β CrB (HD 137909, Bruntt et al. 2010) , γ Equ (HD 201601, Perraut et al. 2011) , and 10 Aql (HD 176232, Perraut et al. 2013) . Detailed studies of surface morphology of CP stars, however, remain challenging and have never been done so far.
It should be stressed that, in spite of the recent success of DI technique in recovering surface structures of stars, its application is limited to stars rotating fast enough so that rotation dominates the broadening of spectroscopic lines. In other words, the faster the rotation is, the more spectroscopic features can be resolved for a given resolving power of the spectrograph and thus more details arXiv:1406.6093v1 [astro-ph.SR] 23 Jun 2014 on the stellar surface can be studied. However, there are CP stars that rotate very slowly or have small projected rotational velocities, but still show significant spectral variability indicating existence of spots in their atmospheres (e.g., Kochukhov & Ryabchikova 2001; Freyhammer et al. 2008) . For those stars no DI is possible, and interferometry thus appears to be a promising technique to study their surface morphology. Interferometry also allows one to derive both the inclination and position angle of stellar rotational axis if sufficient spectral resolution and baseline configurations are provided.
Besides the very few observations available, some authors explored the applications of interferometry to CP stars by means of numerical experiments. In the most recent study by RousseletPerraut et al. (2004) authors used two cases of well-known CP stars α 2 CVn and β CrB to explore the possibility to derive the abundance and magnetic maps with interferometric instruments based on fringe phase signals. They concluded that signals from abundance inhomogeneities and magnetic field could be in principle detected in visual and infrared already with modern instruments.
In this work we follow similar ideas outlined in Rousselet- Perraut et al. (2004) , but concentrating on the detection of abundance spots in the one of the brightest CP star ε UMa. This star has a radii of about 4.2R (Lueftinger et al. 2003 ) and distance of 25.31 pc, which results in one of the largest angular diameter θ = 1.54 mas among closest CP stars, and which is easily resolved with modern interferometric instruments. However, contrary to the previous work, we aim to explore the behaviour of wavelength dispersed visibility and closure phase signals, while Rousselet-Perraut et al. (2004) simulated the differential fringe phase.
Our research is based on accurate model atmospheres that predict intensities from abundance maps published in Lueftinger et al. (2003) . The same model atmospheres were successfully used in Shulyak et al. (2010) to predict the observed light variability of ε UMa in narrow and broad-band photometric filters.
OVERVIEW OF MODERN AND PLANNED INTERFEROMETRIC FACILITIES
It is essential to compare theoretical predictions that we make in this investigation against available and planned interferometric facilities around the world. Important characteristics of these instruments are the angular resolution, wavelength domain where instrument operate, spectral resolution provided, as well as the sensitivity of detectors in terms of limiting stellar magnitude. 
METHODS AND SIMULATION SETUP
The simulations provided in this paper are based on custom numerical routines we have coded in IDL language that compute the complex visibility from a 2D intensity image of the source for the desired set of (u,v) points (Li Causi 2008) .
The images of the star were constructed employing abundance maps of elements Ca, Cr, Fe, Mg, Mn, Ti, and Sr obtained with the help of DI technique in Lueftinger et al. (2003) . The LLmodels stellar model atmosphere code (Shulyak et al. 2004 ) was used to compute local model atmospheres. The code computes 1D, LTE model atmospheres and can account for individual abundances of chemical elements. The Stark-broadenined profiles of hydrogen lines were computed using tables of Lemke (1997) based on the VCS theory by Vidal et al. (1973) .
Local model atmospheres were calculated for each of 2244 surface elements of original DI maps (68 longitudes and 33 latitudes). Thus each model atmosphere takes into account local abundance pattern of all mapped elements, and the solar abundance from Asplund et al. (2009) was assumed for all other chemical elements.
The up-to-date version of VALD database (Piskunov et al. 1995; Kupka et al. 1999 ) was used as a source of atomic line transition parameters (including transitions originating from predicted energy levels). Theoretical fluxes were computed in a wide wavelength range from visual and IR wavelength domains with a characteristic resolution of R ≈ 500 000 in V-band and R ≈ 20 000 in K-band respectively. Note that the star's surface magnetic field is weak, on the order of a few hundred Gauss (Wade et al. 2000) , and therefore has negligible influence on the spectrum and interferometric observables that we modeled in this study.
In order to obtain accurate interferometric predictions from a 2D image some caution must be taken. An image made of pixels is a discrete sampling of the true source intensity distribution on the sky. Such a discrete image necessarily has a maximum spatial frequency (Nyquist frequency) defined by twice the pixel size, while f CLASSIC is worse than CLIMB because the measurement principle is the same but it has only 2 telescopes and cannot perform boot-strapping g there are no published astrophysical results with VISION so the sensitivity has not been quantified (note that V 2 min ≈ 10 −3 is routinely reached in modern optical interferometry) the true image of a circular object has frequencies up to infinity. Thus, if the pixel values represent the intensity at pixel center, its Fourier Transform at each frequency, and thus the visibility, will not exactly match the true value measured by the instrument on sky: the power in the over-Nyquist frequency will be folded in the sampled frequency range, a phenomenon called "aliasing". This problem can be mitigated by using two solutions (both of which we used): a very high resolution for the pixel image, yielding very high computation time, or by smoothing the image by a suitable anti-aliasing filter, e.g. the Hanning one which slightly changes the pixel values so that they represent much likely the integral of source flux over the pixel area, rather than the intensity at center only. The residual aliasing error on the computed visibility can be roughly estimated by assuming that the true model does not have high contrast features at a scale smaller than the chosen pixelization, which means that, on average, the visibility above Nyquist frequency is decreasing with increasing frequency. With this assumption we can say that the average aliasing error on the visibility is of the order of the visibility value at Nyquist frequency, or less. We thus used this value as a check on our image resolution to finally choose a 680×680 surface elements for the surface modeling, i.e. ≈ 20 times finer pixel sampling than the original 33 × 33 image. The average error on V 2 was found to be of the order of 10 −8 , well below the effects we want to measure.
In all simulations we assumed a maximum baseline of 700 m with the sampling every two meters. This baseline is projected onto the sky by employing the three position angles of 0
• , 135
• , and 270
• . As an example, the stellar intensity image at the center of the strong Fe ii line, as well as positions of the three projected baselines, are illustrated in Fig. 1 . One can clearly see the patchy distribution of surface brightness caused by inhomogeneously distributed abundances.
The calculation of a complex visibility at a given spatial frequency requires the application of the Van Citter-Zernike theorem to the original intensity image. This must be done for each monochromatic wavelength, position angle, and baseline sampling point, and thus may easily result in enormous computing time required. In order to keep the latter within affordable limits we decided to restrict ourselves to a few characteristic spectral intervals containing pronounced spectroscopic features of metallic lines. Also, the spectral resolution was degraded to match that of the modern interferometric instruments which in all cases is much lower than the resolution provided by our synthetic spectra. Specifically, in the visual wavelength domain the following spectral windows and resolution modes have been chosen: 454.0-464.0 nm, 524.0-534.0 nm, and 605.0-613.5 nm with R = 6 000 and 30 000; and 1000.0-2600.0 nm covering the range of J, H, and K infrared bands with R = 30 plus a region 1000.0-1200.0 nm with R = 6 000. The choice of spectral windows in visual wavelength domain is such because of a number of pronounced spectroscopic features of Fe and Cr located in there. These features provide highest contrast between the stellar surface regions of enhanced and depleted abundances of these elements at corresponding wavelengths.
RESULTS
According to theoretical predictions, the light variability in CP stars is controlled by the radiative flux redistribution from UV to visual and IR regions caused by inhomogeneous abundance contents. As star rotates, regions of enhanced or depleted abundances move in and out of view, and this produces a characteristic light variations seen in different photometric filters. The amplitude of this variability is wavelength dependent and, in general, decreases from visual to IR (e.g. Shulyak et al. 2010) . Consequently, the spot contrast is larger in UV and visual wavelength domains and becomes dimmer towards longer wavelengths. Therefore UV and visual are the preferred regions to search for spot signatures. In addition, CP stars are main-sequence stars of types from late F to B, i.e. they radiate maximum of their flux at visual wavelengths thus favoring interferometric detectors operating in there. On the other hand, even if the flux contrast is weaker in IR region, it can still be large enough in individual spectral lines and potentially be detectable if sufficiently high spectral resolution is available. Therefore below we test both these wavelength domains.
It is important to understand that the spot detection with interferometry does not necessary require observations of the star at different rotation phases, unlike, say, photometry. It is still possible to detect spots from spectroscopy from a single spectrum because, as discussed in e.g., Kochukhov et al. (2005) and , a spotted star would demonstrate a characteristic deviation of the spectral line shapes from a pure rotational profile. However, the complete and unique characterization of spots (e.g., positions, numbers, shapes) requires time-series observations. Considering that the abundance spots in CP stars are large-scale structures and spots of different elements are often found at different locations, a set of position angles would already be enough to look for characteristic changes in the interferometric visibility profiles at least in one particularly chosen rotation phase. Therefore, in the case study of ε UMa, we will concentrate on the predictions made for a single rotational phase φ = 0 where the star has regions of strong overabundance of most of mapped elements.
Visual wavelength domain

Visibility vs. baseline
Visual part of CP stars' spectrum contain many strong lines of Cr and Fe that are (together with Si) the major opacity sources (Khan & Shulyak 2007) , as was confirmed by recent studies of light variability of CP stars (Krtička et al. 2012; Shulyak et al. 2010; Krtička et al. 2009 Krtička et al. , 2007 . Other elements do not affect or have only marginal influence on the continuum flux and therefore the spots of these elements can be seen only in corresponding spectral lines at medium or high spectral resolution. Any of these lines can be subject of interferometric investigation. However, at high spectral resolution, in cases like ε UMa, the stellar rotation starts to affect visibility signal in spectral lines. The reason for this is that the stellar brightness even in the spotless case is not homogeneous in monochromatic light any more, and is represented by a dark stripe of constant υ sin i. This stripe is shifted across the stellar surface by Doppler effect when looking at different wavelengths inside a profile of a spectral line, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 2 for the center of strong Cr ii 455.86 nm line and two additional wavelengths blue-and red-ward from the line center respectively.
The remaining plots in Fig. 2 show the predicted squared visibility vs. baseline for the different maps. As expected, the largest difference in squared visibility between uniform and spotted surfaces for the case of zero rotation is predicted in the line core for the α = 0
• and α = 270
• because of one large and a few smaller spots seen on the stellar surface (middle column of Fig. 2 ). In this case, spots can already be detected at V 2 0.3. The characteristic signature of spots can be recognized with a modulation of the V 2 that does not go to zero before the third lobe. The effect of spots when analyzing the first visibility lobe is to make the star look larger compared to the case without spots (i.e. shift of the fist visibility minimum towards shorter baselines). This effect is more pronounced for the case of zero rotation, but can also be seen at the line core when υ sin i = 35 km s −1 .
The pure rotational effect (black line vs. blue in Fig. 2 ) is strong and observable clearly at α = 0
• , because this position angle is perpendicular to the stripe caused by Doppler shift. The visibility curve does not go to zero in the first lobe of visibility, and the effect is clearly visible even in the first lobe. If rotation and spot are summed, the rotation dominates on the spot, and the latter is detectable at a shorter wavelength 455.830 nm and α = 0
• , however at substantially lower visibility V 2 10 −2 . This information cannot be generalized as it depends on the brightness of the spot, and on the rotation rate. Naturally, the best way to disentangle rotation and spots (avoiding time-series observations) is to look at continuum wavelengths where the stellar visibility is not subjected to the Doppler effect. This is illustrated on the left column of Fig. 3 . Note that spots are still visible even at continuum wavelengths. This is because, as discussed in Shulyak et al. (2010) , the flux variability in all wavelength domains happens mainly due to the modulation of opacity of elements Fe, Cr, and Si. Therefore, the continuum intensities are larger in the spots of these elements and in the visual domain, as seen from the top-left plot of Fig. 3 . However, the spot signatures are very weak, i.e. V 2 10 −3 at α = 135
• . Because of rich chemistry of CP star's atmospheres, it may be difficult to find a true continuum level, especially in case of fast rotating stars and when observing in narrow spectral windows. This can make the observation at pure continuum wavelength to be a complicated task.
It is known that the spot detection depends on the orientation of the projected baseline. An example of this behaviour is illustrated using Fe ii 531.66 nm line and is plotted on the second column of Fig. 3 . At zero rotational phase, the Fe abundance distribution is characterized by a wide spot at latitudes 0
• to 40
• which intersects partially with Cr spot but located slightly below it (for detailed abundance maps, see Lueftinger et al. 2003) . Therefore, the area occupied by a Cr spot looks brighter in the core of the Fe ii 531.66 nm line because of increase of the continuum flux, while the rest of the stellar surface is dimmer due to the wide region of enhanced Fe abundance along with the dark stripe crossing the stellar disk caused by rotation itself. Its hard to see the spot signal at α = 0
• and α = 135
• if star rotates, whereas at slow rotation (i.e., close to 0 km s −1 ) the spot could in principle be detected below 0.3 squared visibility. In fact the spots act making the star slightly smaller by shifting of the zero of squared visibility towards longer baselines. At α = 270
• , however, the spot induces a strong signal in both υ sin i = 0 km s −1 and υ sin i = 35 km s −1 . Thus the combination of a few position angles and observations at nearby wavelengths will ideally help to constrain not only the spot position, but also the stellar rotation.
Because of the combined effect of stellar rotation and spots, there are certain wavelengths where the spot signal almost vanishes in squared visibility independent of how strong the brightest contrast is. On the third column of Fig. 3 we show the stellar images and squared visibility in the strong line of Ti ii 457.19 nm which is blended with a few less strong Cr i lines. In this particular case, the Cr spot coincides exactly with the area of depleted Ti abundance. This leads to a superposition of bright and dark areas that, incidentally, produce almost no difference in V 2 for any position angle considered. The spot signal can only be seen at V and α = 0
• and only if the star is a very slow rotation. The effect of spots is again making the star appearing smaller compared to the case without spots. It is essential to have interferometric observations at different spectral windows that will allow to capture lines of different elements -an important step for the definite spot detection.
The impact of rotation vanishes when the spectral resolution is degraded. At a lowest resolution of R = 6 000 which we assumed in our simulations for the visual region, most of the lines become blended and the intensity contrast between adjacent wavelength points decreases. Therefore, no stripes of constant υ sin i are seen on the stellar surface no more, and squared visibility curves look similar independent upon the choice of rotation rate. This is illustrated on Fig. 4 . Similar to the case of higher resolution, the spot is better detected in the lines of Cr and the reason is that Cr has a largest abundance gradient over the visible stellar disk. The strong Fe ii 531.667 nm line also induced noticeable signal at α = 270
• . In either case the spots are detected already at the first visibility lobe but at small V 2 0.02. The blend of Cr i+Ti ii lines at 457.194 nm gives only a marginal signal.
Visibility vs. wavelength
First row of Fig. 5 illustrates the three wavelength intervals in visual domain that were used to compute wavelength dispersed squared visibility for R = 30 000. These visibilities are plotted in the second and third rows of Fig. 5 for the uniform and spotted surfaces and for υ sin i = 35 km s −1 . As example, predictions only for α = 270
• are shown because this configuration provides stronger signals compared with the other two. Features are observed at optical wavelengths while at longer wavelengths (605.0 − 613.5 nm) the intensity contrast become weaker and the signal amplitude drops significantly. By comparing visibility corresponding to star with and without spots, it is obvious that the presence of spots can be located already with short baselines (≈ 50 m, see the legend on Fig. 5) .
At a lower spectral resolution of R = 6 000 rotation becomes less important and signals in V 2 are weak and rare, as shown in the Fig. 6 . There are several deeps seen only for the spotted case at 454.0−464.0 nm and 524.0−534.0 nm regions, while only marginal features can be seen in the 605.0 − 613.5 nm region.
Closure phase
To illustrate the closure phase signatures we assumed a simple isosceles triangle configuration of imaginary telescopes with two position angles of 0
• and 270
• . Such a configuration implies that the third baseline must be oriented at 135
• and its length (B max hereafter) is estimated from the (u, v) coordinates of the first two projected baselines. Figure 7 illustrates predictions for the same three spectral regions considered in the previous section, for uniform and spotted models, R = 30 000, and υ sin i = 35 km s −1 . We find that at this resolution there is a clear signal in closure phase detected at maximum baseline of a triangle B max > 100 m. However, at certain configurations it is indeed hard to see the difference between uniform and spotted stellar surfaces. Fortunately, there are many configurations for which the spotted star looks different compared to a homogeneous one. In general, a rotating star with uniform surface produces closure phases that are symmetric relative to the core of spectral lines, whereas spots induce more rich and complex closure phase patterns. Moreover, for a configuration with the sides of isosceles triangle of 100 m and 200 m (i.e. B max = 141 m and B max = 255 m, respectively) a clear spot signal is detected in 605.0 − 613.5 nm spectral window where the rotation does not seem to affect the closure phase very much compared to the other two spectral regions of shorter wavelengths.
As already mentioned, at a lower spectral resolution of R = 6 000 rotation becomes less important and signals in closure phase are grossly due to spots, as shown on Fig. 8 . Still, rotation is capable of inducing pretty strong features at several baselines and short wavelengths, but much more features are detected if star has spots. Similar to the previous case with R = 30 000, we find many configurations where the spot signals can be unambiguously detected.
In general, the spots are detected in all three wavelength windows, however at short wavelengths the spectral line density is higher and many signals are recovered. In case of very slow rotations, the short wavelengths will provide a rich and strong spot signals compared to longer wavelengths.
Infrared wavelength domain
Visibility vs. baseline
Hydrogen lines are the only strong spectroscopic features seen in infrared J, H, and K bands. At R = 6 000 there are some lines of metals but their number decreases from towards longer wavelengths. As an example, on Fig. 9 we show model predictions at the cores of H, Fe, and Mg lines. Even in line cores the intensity contrast is weak. There is a clear yet small difference in squared visibility obtained at different position angles seen at baselines longer than a few hundred meters where squared visibility drops below V 
Visibility vs. wavelength
Squared visibility computed at different spectral channels and resolutions R = 6 000 and R = 30 are shown on Fig. 10 . At both resolutions, squared visibility plots reveal no characteristic spectral line features except hydrogen lines and only with R = 6 000. At a lowest resolution of R = 30 the spectral lines are not resolved, as shown in the third column of Fig. 10 , and the uniform and spotted surface show very similar visibility curves.
Closure phase
The analysis of the closure phase signals demonstrate that the surface inhomogeneities can already be detected in the J band between 1000 nm and 1100 nm, R = 6 000 and B max > 180 m. An example of the strongest signal is shown in the left-hand column of Fig. 11 for B max = 184 m. Spots are also detected at longer wavelengths. For instance, middle row of Fig. 11 illustrates predictions for a narrow spectral channel in K band with a hydrogen line from Brackett series. Rotation signatures are visible at particular configurations, e.g. with B max = 184 m in the J band and B max = 506 m in the K band, but the shape of these signatures is strongly modified when spots are present.
There is no signal in closure phase seen for the homogeneous star at lowest resolution R = 30. The spotted star also illustrates phase changes by ±180
• , but the closure phase pattern differs substantially from the homogeneous case: it does not show any sharp jumps but rather smooth transitions between 0
• and 180
• . (see bottom left hand plot in Fig. 11 ). We therefore conclude that spots can be detected in infrared even with very low spectral resolution, but with baselines longer than B max > 180 m. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we examined the possibility to detect abundance spots in atmospheres of CP stars by running numerical simulations of such interferometric observable like visibility and closure phase. These quantities were computed at different wavelength domains and spectral resolutions. As a case study, we used abundance maps of the well-known CP star ε UMa which has one of the largest angular diameter among all CP stars known by date.
We confirm that the best spectral regions to search for abundance spots and rotation are in the visual domain close to the Balmer jump, i.e. where the star radiates maximum of its flux. In that region, the intensity contrast is higher in spectral lines of spot- ted elements thus providing most easy way to detect and characterize them both from the analysis of squared visibility and closure phase. The spots and rotation signatures can also be detected in NIR. However, in our simulations this happens only at low squared visibility V 2 10 −2 which corresponds to maximum baselines of triangle telescope configuration of B max 180 m as seen in Fig. 11 . Important that spots can be detected with very low spectral resolution of R = 30 (see third column of Fig. 11 ). The stellar rotation is observed only if spectral lines, especially hydrogen lines (which are strongest spectral features in NIR), are resolved, i.e. with spectral resolution on the order of R ∼ 6 000 (see first and second columns of Fig. 11) .
Because of star's large angular diameter, its surface can already be resolved with relatively short baselines B > 50 m in visual. Baselines longer than B 200 m are needed to resolve the star in infrared wavelengths.
Observing with high spectral resolution in visual domain allows one to constrain positions of abundance spots and stellar rotation velocity. To achieve this goal from squared visibility curves observations with different position angles are needed. The wavelength dispersed closure phases can also be used to derive stellar rotation and spots. This is possible because rotation induces a characteristic symmetric phase jump at both sides of cores of spectral lines (see, e.g., Fig. 7 ). When spots are presented, these signals are modified, as well as more features appear at other wavelengths.
The analysis of squared visibility shows that spots are clearly detected already at a first visibility lobe, at least in strong spectral features of such elements as Cr and Fe. Individual details depend on the position angle and, more critically, on spectral resolution (i.g. contrast). In most optimistic cases, the difference between spots and rotation becomes clearly noticeable at squared visibility V 2 0.3 as shown using examples of Cr ii 455.86 nm (Fig. 2) and Fe ii 531.67 nm (Fig. 3) lines. From the behaviour of the position of the first visibility lobe we find that the effect of spots is to make the star look larger (compared to the spotless case) if spots are dark and smaller if spots are bright, respectively.
One of our goals was to verify whether the abundance inhomogeneities on the surface of ε UMa can be detected with modern interferometric facilities. According to our simulations an instrument like VEGA or its successor based on the principle of the demonstrator FRIEND (Fibered and spectrally Resolved Interferometric Equipment New design, Bério et al. (2014) ) should be able to detect the effect of spots and spots+rotation, provided that the instrument is able to measure squared visibility down to ≈ 10 −3 , and/or closure phase in visual. An instrument with the spectral resolution around 6 000 like AMBER or GRAVITY but baselines longer than 180 m would be able to measure rotation, and also rotation+spots.
In Table 2 we summarize the application of modern and planned interferometric facilities to a sample of CP stars. Majority of stars in this table are magnetic CP stars listed in Kochukhov & Bagnulo (2006) with four additional stars HD 37776, HD 72106, HD 103498, and HD 177410, and five presumably non-magnetic HgMn stars (shown in the end of the table). We used information from Table 1 to estimate the observability of each star as applied to a particular instrument. As seen from Table 2 , for most of CP stars their estimated angular diameters are below 1 mas. Therefore, both long baselines of hundreds of meters and detectors sensitive to values of V 2 < 10 −2 are required. One can see that there are many stars that cannot be observed with neither modern nor planned facilities. Such benchmark stars as, say, HD 101065 (Przybylski's star) and HD 37776 (Landstreet's star) are among them. On the other hand, we predict that it is possible to observe many stars with NPOI and/or SUSI if the baseline of the latter will be increased. This is the case for another well-known stars as, say, HD 137949 (33 Lib) and HD 65339 (53 Cam).
Finally, we find that a considerable fraction of CP stars in our sample can already be subject for spot detection using existing interferometric facilities. Magnetic stars HD 24712, HD 40312, HD 128898, HD 137909, HD 201601, as well as HgMn stars HD 358, HD 33904 are all well-known objects and for some of them DI maps are available in the literature. But there are many more in the table. Note that none of the stars from our sample can be observed with VLTI and the reason for this is a short baseline range provided by VLTI compared to other existing interferometers (see Table 1 ). In fact, among 203 stars listed in Table 2 , 157 are visible at VLTI location, and several of them could be observed if VLTI had maximum baselines longer than 300 m. Alternatively, there are two objects that could be observed already with available maximum baseline of 140 m but detectors operating in visual were needed.
One should not forget that the brightness contrast in spectral lines that result from our simulations of ε UMa may differ from the real one, at least at certain wavelengths. This may happen because of internal inaccuracies in atomic line parameters that affect the depth of respective spectroscopic features. This does not matter for the medium and low resolutions tested in our investigation, but may be an issue for the highest resolution of R = 30 000. We stress that observing with high resolution is important for studying the stratification of chemical elements over stellar surfaces and to constrain theoretical models because many features in visibility and closure phase can be studied.
A word of caution should be said regarding DI abundance maps themselves. In the DI code, the rotational modulation of spectral lines is interpreted as caused by abundance inhomogeneities only. In reality, however, other effects such as, say, magnetic fields (if not included in DI analysis), may also contribute to the absolute values of the surface abundances recovered (however, the relative abundance changes should not be affected much!). In case of ε UMa the magnetic field is very weak, on the order of a few hundred Gauss (Wade et al. 2000) , and thus cannot seriously affect the results of DI. Also, all modern DI codes map only horizontal distribution of chemical elements and ignore their vertical variations. This means that resulting abundance maps represent some vertically averaged abundance value. Nevertheless, modelling the light variability of ε UMa Shulyak et al. (2010) obtained a good agreement between model predictions and observations based on the same DI maps that we used in this study. The authors, however, predicted the variability in narrow and broad-band photometric filters where the possible inaccuracies in atomic data and contrast in certain spectroscopic features, even if present, do not play critical role.
Finally, the above consideration also suggests that comparing the observed visibility with synthetic ones will allow us to constrain atmospheric models and to provide an independent validation of the DI results. 
